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To Flu Shot or Not To Flu Shot? 
My Personal Decision to “Not” 

Let me start by saying that I believe vaccines are an individual choice based on many factors. I'm 
not a rabid for-or-against person on this topic. But when it comes to me answering "To Flu Shot 
or Not to Flu Shot?" My answer is Not.

First, it’s not very effective. The flu mutates faster than vaccine companies can keep up with it. 
Some reports say it’s effective against as few as 7% of strains and others say 50%.

Second, your number of lifetime vaccines have a correlation to autoimmune disease. I had to 
have flu shots and other vaccines like MMR for 19 years for my job. I’m not saying vaccines 
caused my lupus and other diseases but I do feel they played a role.

Third vaccines have ingredients like heavy metals and formaldehyde. I can’t detox well 
genetically so unless I’m at risk of dying, I’m not getting another vaccine.

And yes, with Lupus, Iâ€™m in the high risk category of people who “should” get the flu 
vaccine. But that’s such backward thinking to me. My immune system is compromised so instead 
of fighting the flu I should fight a dump of heavy metals into my system?!

And yes, I’m the flu queen. Ironically while my immune system is pre-occupied fighting myself, 
it completely forgets to fight off viruses. So I would get the flu constantly. If I walked outside my 
house and someone a mile away coughed, their flu virus would swoosh right through the air and 
up my nose and - bam! - I’d have the flu. Did the vaccine help? No, never. But I stopped getting 
vaccines a few years ago and it’s been a few years since I’ve had the flu, even with a 
compromised immune system.

How? Well, meet my Flu Wooby. This soft gray scarf from @lululemon is my magic trick. It 
hangs by my door in Flu season and I don’t leave the house without it. Ever. The second I hear a 
sniffle or cough on my #sniffleradar, I just pull the scarf over my nose and mouth. I pull this baby 
on when flying, at the grocery store, at the doctors office. Anywhere someone is gonna breathe 
on me. I wash it all the time. It’s stretchy so it stays snug when pulled. Or I wrap it 3-4 Times for 
a tight face mask fit. So if you don’t want a flu shot, do yourself a favor, and get a #fluwooby. 
Post a photo on Instagram with explanation and hashtag it #fluwooby. Let/s start a movement.
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